Absfrocf-A non-deterministic decoding algorithm for binary coded genetic algorithms is presented. The proposed algorithm enhances the precision of the GAS' solutions by introducing a Gaussian perturbation to the decoding function. This non-deterministic decoding enables individuals to represent any point in the continuum instead of finite discrete points. As the generations evolve, information gathered from the most fit members is continuously used to rearrange the binary representation grid on the search space, thus establishing a search memory such that the best known individual is always positioned at the center of the Gaussian offset.
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I-INTRODUCTION
Kesearchers from different disciplines often identify a function, usually a complex and non-linear one, to be minimized or maximized. Often, real-life problems, when modeled mathematically, have many local maxima andlor minima. The problem of locating the global optimal solutions for such problems is often NP-hard, or in case of continuous functions, it is analytically impossible. Traditional hill-climbers are prone to getting stuck at local extrema. Perhaps the most common alternatives to traditional hill-climbers are evolutionary algorithms that mimic the process of natural evolution, where the fittest individuals survive and reproduce either sexually or asexually and transfer their genetic information to offspring.
The genetic algorithm (CA), which was first introduced by Holland, is a form of evolutionary computation, and has been inxstigated for performance on many different optimization problems [ I , 2, 31. GAS are capable of retuming good approximate solutions to complex optimization problems. GAS have a few weaknesses such as slow Convergence speed, or premature convergence, and lack of precision, especially with binary representation of continuous domains when a highly precise solution is desired [4, 5.61.
A few studies focus on binary representation resolution deficiency. Schraudolph and Belew introduced a method, dynamic parameter encoding (DPE), which repeatedly improves the precision by remapping the genes to promising smaller search regions and thus searching a finer resolved section [ 5 ] . DPE divides its current search interval into a certain number of sections and zooms into a "good" region that is identified by statistical information collected during the previous generations. Kwon et al. recently proposed a similar algorithm, this time using continuous zooming factors [4] . In their method, the search space is zoomed around the best point of the last 100 generations. Both methods sacrifice some portion of the search space in order to achieve bener resolution, which might result in loss of the space that contains the global optimum.
The method we propose in this paper enables search at the regions that are left out by conventional decoding functions due to the finite resolution. Gaussian offsets, with zero mean and B user defined standard deviation, are introduced to the decoding of each variable, thus enabling individuals of the population to represent a continuum rather than discrete points. The introduced offsets are bounded to prevent degeneracy, i.e. two different genotypes cannot represent the same phenotype. Search is coupled with a memory mechanism that reflects the previous improvements to the decoding function such that the best known individual always remains at the center of the Gaussian offset to guide its neighborhood search. The proposed algorithm will be referred to as non-deterministic binary decoding CA, or NDBGA, in the following sections.
11-NDBGA ALGORITHM
Binary coding of real numbers is very common when attempting a GA based search for the optimal solution of a continuous function. A binary string of length 1 can represent 2' discrete points by dividing the represented search space into 2"' intervals. Conventional decoding, or mapping, from the binary to decimal space is done according to equation (I) . is the length of the chromosome. dec(c) is the decimal value of c.
The widths of the intervals depend on chromosome length and automatically dictate the resolution of the GAS' search. Therefore, GAS are only as accurate as the binary coding scheme. Figure 1 shows a two dimensional space with a mesh that shows the points that can be represented by a certain binary code.
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Figure I-Two dimensional binary coded search space As seen in Figure 1 , the gray shaded areas are out of a conventional binary decoding GAS' search region. If the exact optimum solution is not one of the black-dotted gnd points, it will not be possible to locate it by using a conventional decoding function unless the resolution is increased by some means during the search.
A. Non-deterministic binary decoding
The NDBGA algorithm uses a decoding function that maps a certain chromosome not to the same point every time, but to a Gaussian neighborhood around it. Doing so, the chromosomes represent a region with a probability density function, and they therefore are given a chance to locate superior points in their immediate Gaussian neighborhoods.
NDBGA also continuously updates the gnd topology so that the best known solution so far is always located at an intersection, i.e. at the mean of the Gaussian curve. This is what we refer to as the memory property of NDBGA. The rearrangement of grid topology is easily accomplished by updating the lower bounds of variables whenever a solution that is better than the best known is generated.
The procedure to update the lower bounds is described in section 11 B.
A brief description of the nondeterministic decoding method is as follows; let ci be the binary chromosome string for the i* variable and let dCi be the decoded decimal value of ci, calculated by the conventional decoding method, using the updated lower bounds. With nondeterministic decoding, c, represents a Gaussian random number with mean d,, and a standard deviation of Kh,, where hi is the resolution half width of the i" variable given by equation (2) and K is a user defined scaling factor. The NDBGA decoding function is given in equation (3) . 
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The NDBGA decoding function:
is the resolution half width of the Ph variable.
is the lower bound of the i " variable. is the upper bound of the ith variable. is the chromosome length for the ith variable.
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where; /bo; is the initial lower bound of the iIh variable.
ub,;
is the initial upper bound of the variable. ci is the chromosome for the ith variable.
I;
is the chromosome length for the ilh variable. dec(cJ is the decimal value of ci.
Ib,
is the updated lower bound of the ith variable for the memory mechanism. N(m.s) is a Gaussian random number with mean m, and standard deviation s.
K is a user defined constant, used to scale the standard deviation of the Gaussian offset. hi is the resolution halfwidth of the th variable.
An important issue of non-deterministic decoding is prevention of degeneracy, i.e. elimination of the possibility of different genotypes mapping to the same solution. To prevent degeneracy, Np,KhJ is hounded by the constraints (4). If any of the constraints is violated, the corresponding N(D,KhJ is simply set to the upper or lower limit in constraint (4), depending on which side the violation occurs.
Ib,, -hi 5 Ibmi + N(O,Khi) 5 Ib,, +hi Vi (4) Figure 2 shows the Gaussian mapping onto the search space graphically. Every intersection on the binary representation grid corresponds to a Gaussian mean, i.e. a peak. Degeneracy is prevented as shown above therefore each chromosome is responsible for its own region bounded by the constraints in (4). The X, and X , axes are the variable axes and pdf is the Gaussian probability density function value axis.
grid represents the initial binary mapping and the gray grid represents an intermediate stage, which covers the superior individual, S, at one of its grid intersection points. As the population evolves into better fit individuals, the search grid also evolves implicitly, providing search memory. This is necessary for an effective search because with zero mean, Gaussian offsets are always centered on grid intersections.
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Figure 2-Gaussian mapping from bimy representation grid to the search soace.
B. Memory mechanism
Each time a superior offspring is generated, that is, an offspring with a better fitness value than the best known individual so far, Ib, vector is updated such that the superior gene will represent a Gaussian random number with mean equal to the best known solution. The update procedure is shown in equation ( 5 ) .
(lb,JmCw is the updated lower bound of the ilh variable.
(Ib,& is the previous updated lower bound of the iIh variable. is the Gaussian offset generated for the variable of the superior individual.
Nd
The memory mechanism actually rearranges the binary representation grid, and thus the Gaussian mapping, to the search space such that the superior individual i s positioned at its corresponding peak. This is accomplished very effectively by the lower bound update procedure. It can also be seen that the right-hand side of equation ( 5 ) is equal to the bounded expression in constraint (4), therefore the updated lower bounds will always be within limits of constraint (4). 
C. NDBGA algorithm structure
In this section, the structural properties of NDBGA algorithm are presented. Information on populations, parent selection, crossover, and mutation operators are given. Initially all the members are generated randomly by assigning 0 or I to their genes, by equal probabilities.
NDBGA is designed in a way that the user has total control over the mating process. By changing the parentpool parameter, NDBGA can behave as a steady-
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Nf state GA, a generational GA, or anything in between, either elitist or not. One parent can appear in other sets of parent pools but it cannot appear more than once in one parent pool. By changingparenlsize, the number ofparents in a pool can be set to any number. Parent selection is done using a toumament selection of size q. Of course only the binaty genes are subject to crossover and mutation. Other parameters, i.e. the fitness value and N., that individuals carry are calculated and stored afier the offspring is created. Uniform crossover is used with probability of llparentsize for each gene. Each gene is mutated with the probability mut-rate. To summarize, there are parentpool number of parent pools that each contain parentsize number of parents and a total of A offspring are created.
The best childreplace offspring then replace the worst childreplace members in the population.
Every time an individual superior to current BestSoFar is generated, the Ib, vector is updated. This way, new offspring are decoded using the best lower bounds known so far. 
IV-RESULTS
NDBGA performed very satisfactorily throughout the entire function set. Tables I and I1 It is necessary to note that the CDGA results in Table I reflect CDGA performance with total consumption of 100,000 function evaluations whereas NDBGA stops whenever a solution is within the tolerance limits given in Table II . Table I1 summarizes the problem dimensions, variable bounds, desired tolerance levels and performance statistics for NDBGA and CDGA. Solutions within the tolerance limits of theoretical optima are considered successful. The success rate represents the percentage of successful solutions in 200 runs. All NDBGA solutions achieved 100% succcss rate. The average and standard deviation of function evaluations befora reaching the desired solution are presented. CDGA cannot locate a solution within the desired level of accuracy for any of the test problems with the given chromosome length of 8 bits per variable. The last two columns in Table I1 present the minimum number of bits per variable required for CDGA to locate a solution with desired precision, and the corresponding success rate.
As seen in Table 111 , the population sizes for most of the problems are around 10. Constant K ranges between 0.00125 and 2.5 for our test suite. This parameter also needs to be tuned along with the other GA parameters in NDBGA applications.
V-CONCLUSION
We present a non-deterministic decoding method with memory for binary-coded continuous GAS as an alternative to conventional decoding functions. Non-deterministic decoding combined with search memory give NDBGA the power to search the problem space as a continuum over generations, and locate solutions with the required precision.
Unlike Kwon et al.'s and Schraudolph et al.'s algorithms, NDBGA does not prune any part of the search space. This is very advantageous because there is always the risk of pruning the section that contains the global optimal solution.
NDBGA speedily converges to precise optimal solutions and uses much shorter chromosome lengths than required for the traditional decoding method, even shorter than what Schraudolph et al. and Kwon et al. used in their algorithms (4, 51. Since NDBGA uses shorter chromosomes, it works well with small population sizes, which makes it computationally efficient. NDBGA can also be implemented with gray coding schemes.
Mechanisms that adapt K dynamically can be investigated for future research.
